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Summary (English) 

In order to gain an advantage over opponents within dynamic sporting situations, one 

must learn to navigate through environments of ever-changing opportunities for action, or 

affordances. This is true not only because the situational constraints are constantly changing, 

but also because of the individual’s changing action capabilities as well as the movements of 

other player’s within the situation. The present thesis aimed to provide more insight into 

understanding affordance perception and decision-making in far aiming tasks grounded in the 

theory of ecological psychology. We demonstrated from an ecological perspective that 

perception for decision-making is grounded in action, and highlighted the importance of 

maintaining the natural link between perception and action in order to fully understand, 

investigate, and ultimately, train decision-making within real life, sporting situations.  

Chapter 2 investigated whether the representative design requirements were indeed as 

important within self-paced, far-aiming tasks as found within more temporally constrained 

interceptive tasks. Soccer players completed a free-kick decision-making task on a video-

screen within a laboratory that did not require a full movement response, as well as in-situ, 

facing a real life free-kick situation which included the full kicking action. Results revealed 

that the participants’ decision-making profiles regarding where to aim during a soccer free-

kick task differed across conditions. Specifically, participants selected less risky areas of the 

(i.e., more central areas of the goal) to aim for within the in-situ condition in which the 

participants viewed a more natural scene, which included a full free-kick movement response. 

We argue that by uncoupling perception and action, researchers and trainers run the risk of 

not fully understanding the complexities of decision-making within self-paced far aiming 

tasks, and provided support for representative design requirements.  



The thesis also found support for action-specific effects on perception, which favours 

the notion that people perceive situations within an environment primarily in terms of 

affordances, or action opportunities. In Chapter 3, using a modified staircase procedure, we 

found that perception of kickability was more strongly related to success in the free-kick task 

than distance perception per se, providing support that affordance perception is primary to the 

perception of spatial properties of the environment. Results also revealed that distance 

perception was correlated with kicking performance, but only around the boundary of the 

participants’ perceived free-kick kick capability. Participants on average underestimated the 

distance of the free-kick across all distances, but interestingly, showed the largest perceptual 

bias around the action boundary. Results support the notion derived from Proffitt's (2006) 

account that action-specific effects on the perception of the environment properties are 

grounded in the perception of affordances.  

In order for the argument that action-effects on perception are adaptive to be true as to 

promote safe, economic, and appropriate behavioural decisions, the biases seen in perceptual 

tasks should only affect decisions for action, and not translate into its execution. In Chapter 4 

we investigated this notion. In Experiment 1, we found action-specific effects on the 

perception of distance of a target within a hockey push pass task, where distances were 

perceived to be larger as a function of task difficulty prior to making a push-pass action 

towards the target (i.e., the smaller targets being more difficult) using a perceptual-matching 

task. These action-specific effects on perception suggest that the more difficult the task, the 

further the estimation of the distance of the target, providing support for the notion that 

people scale spatial properties of the environment to their current action capability. 

Importantly however, in Experiment 2, the addition of measuring the speed of the hockey 

push-pass found that a perceptual bias did not translate into the execution of the actual push-

pass task. In line with the action-specific account of perception, a perceptual bias arose that 



may assist in making adaptive action choices. However, consistent with Milner and 

Goodale’s (1995) two-visual systems model, this perceptual bias did not affect subsequent 

control of movement, preventing it from becoming maladaptive.  

Finally, Chapter 5 we were interested in whether a moving advertisement positioned 

behind the goal area did in fact catch attention of participants performing the penalty kick, 

and, whether this had any effects on subsequent decisions and action execution. Results 

showed that although the moving advertisement caught the visual attention of penalty takers, 

no differences in kick performance measures other than precision were found in relation to 

the decision to kick to the left or right side of the goal between the differing advertisement 

conditions. Further investigation did however find that the moving background systematically 

affected far-aiming performance, lending support to previous claims of allocentric 

information (i.e., ventral system) underpinning target identification in far aiming tasks.  

Overall, the current thesis provides support for ecological psychology that perception 

and decision-making are grounded in action. It is the performer’s interactions with the 

environment that continuously bring about different opportunities for action, or affordances. 

It is therefore imperative in order to understand affordance perception and decision-making 

that the study designs are representative and allow participants to respond with full action 

responses, maintaining the perception-action link.  

These ideas suggest that skill acquisition programmes need to sample information 

from the performance environment to guide behaviour in practice tasks. Skill acquisition task 

protocols should allow performers to interact with full movement responses, to explore and 

create opportunities for action, rather than constraining them to passively receiving 

information. 


